The cost of landslide damage in the United States is an active topic that has been discussed by Schuster (1978) , Fleming and Taylor (1980) , Wiggins, Slosson and Krohn (1978) , Petak and Atkisson (1982) , and several others. All cost estimates have been prepared from samples in small areas or from responses to questionnaires for only several states, so that the reliability of a figure for the entire country is in doubt. Taylor and Brabb (1972) , among others, have pointed out some of the difficulties in getting reliable information for even the San Francisco Bay region where public awareness about landslide problems is large and where a lot of cost information is available. Taylor and Brabb (1972) determined that the total cost of landslides on county roads varied widely, from about one-third the costs of those on State highways in Sonoma County to more than 7 times the cost of those on State highways in Alameda County. Landslide damage to roads in National Parks and National Forests is extensive, but the total cost has not been determined.
For comparison, R. G. Chassie and R. D. Goughnour of the Federal Highway Administration (written commun., 1983) estimated that approximately $50,000,000 was spent annually in the mid 1970 f s on landslides along Federalaid highways in the United States, and that the total landslide costs for all highway landslides was at least $100,000,000 annually.
The estimates for damage to private property are from geologists in State geological surveys, from newspaper clippings, and from reports like those by Taylor and Brabb (1972) and Fleming and Taylor (1980 [1973] [1974] [1975] [1976] [1977] [1978] [1979] [1980] [1981] [1982] [1983] . For private property the figure is at least $40 million annually. Adding landslide damage costs for the Alaskan earthquake, Hurricane Camille, the Mount St. Helens eruption and other disasters would substantially increase those figures. Adding indirect costs, such as loss of tax revenues on properties devalued as a result of landslides, loss of productivity on agricultural and forest lands affected by landslides, loss of reservoir capacity by siltation and cost of detours around landslides would also substantially increase the total costs shown in Table 1 .
The 1983 landslides in Utah provide an example of the great difficulty in compiling damage figures that are correct by even an order of magnitude. Before the 1983 landslides, the total for the 10-year period would have been about $2 million. Direct costs for just one 1983 landslide at Thistle, Utah, will exceed $200 million, according to Kaliser (1983, p.4) . The lesson is not only that reliable estimates of landslide damage are difficult to obtain, but also that States with low landslide damage from 1973-1983 may face much more catastrophic events in the years ahead.
The geographic distribution of landslide damage in the United States is probably accurately reflected in Table 1 except for landsliding associated with shoreline erosion around the Great Lakes. The figures indicate that about one-half the landslide damage occurs in the Pacific Coast States of California, Washington, Oregon and Alaska; 37 percent in the Applachian States extending from Maine to Alabama; and about 13 percent in the Rocky Mountain States, especially Utah and Colorado. 
